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K. Kennedy recently conjectured that for every n node reducible flow graph, 
there is a sequence of nodes (with repetitions) of length O(n log n) such that all acyclic 
paths are subsequences thereof. Such a sequence would, if it could be found easily, 
enable one to do various kinds of global data flow analyses quickly. We show that for aU 
reducible flow graphs such a sequence does exist, even if the number of edges is 
much larger than n. If the number of edges is O(n), the node listing can be found in 
O(n log n) time. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much of the research in global data flow analysis has centered around the class of 
reducible flow graphs, first defined by Allen [2] and shown empirically by Knuth 
[3] to include virtually all the flow graphs arising from naturally occurring FORTRAN 
programs. One general approach to solving global data flow problems is the technique 
of iteratively converging on the maximum fixed point of a set of equations. Hecht 
and U l lman [4] showed that for the usual equations on bit vectors, e.g., [5-8], con- 
vergence could be obtained when one had visited the nodes in such a way that every 
cycle-free path was a subsequence of the nodes actually visited. 
An ordering of nodes based on depth-first search was used in [4] to show that 
convergence will be very rapid on reducible flow graphs, assuming the evidence of [3] 
that programs are not only reducible but  of small loop nesting depth. The  same 
technique of propagating data along acyclic paths can be applied to Ki ldall 's [9] 
lattice-theoretic generalization of the bit vector data flow algorithms, at least in a 
restricted subcase [10]. 
* Work partially supported by NSF grant GJ-1052. 
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Kennedy [l] suggested that for those data flow problems for which propagation 
along acyclic paths suffices, a solution could be expedited by finding for each flow 
graph, a (strong) node listing, an ordering of the nodes of a flow graph which includes 
every acyclie path as a subsequence. For example, the flow graph of Fig. 1 has a node 
listing abcba, while the method of [4] would require visiting nodes a, b, and c in that 
order, four times. 
Fie-. 1. Example flow graph. 
Kennedy [1] also mentions the notion of a weak node listing, an ordering of the 
nodes such that every acyclic path P is either a subsequence of the listing or there 
is another acyclic path which is a proper subsequence of P and has the same source 
and destination. Clearly, every strong node listing is a weak node listing, so a con- 
struction that yields short strong node listings also yields short weak node listings. 
We consider weak node listings briefly when we mention lower bounds. 
In [1] Kennedy showed that for a subclass of the reducible graphs, essentially 
those produced from programs constructed from beg in  " -end ,  wh i le  ... do, and 
i f ' "  then  -.. e lse statements, a node listing of length 2n exists for any such n node 
graph) Thus, for these graphs, which reflect structured programs that do not use 
break statements, there exists a linear algorithm to do the kinds of global data flow 
analysis covered by [4, 10]. 3 Kennedy also posed the question of how long a node 
listing is necessary for an arbitrary reducible flow graph, and conjectured O(n log n) 
is sufficient, s In this paper we show that this conjecture is correct even if the number 
of edges is much greater than n. I f  the number of edges is O(n), then the node listing 
can be found in O(n log n) time. 
1 This same class of graphs was considered by Graham and Wegman [11] independently, and 
another completely different but equally efficient approach was discovered. Geschke [12] also 
demonstrated that certain data flow problems could be solved easily for this class, and his 
algorithm can be shown linear. 
2 By "linear," we mean of linear time complexity in the number of nodes of the flow graph. 
Bit vector operations, or lattice meet and function application i the more general framework of 
[9], are deemed to take one "time unit." 
8 For arbitrary graphs, the problem is equivalent to finding a sequence of digits 1, 2,..., n 
such that every permutation of 1, 2,..., n is a subsequence. Newey [13] shows a sequence of 
length proportional to n 2 is necessary and sufficient here. 
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2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
A (directed) graph is a pair (N, E), where N is a set of nodes and E C N x N is a 
set of edges. I f  (nl, n~) is in E, we write n 1 -+ n~, and say n 1 is a predecessor of n 2 
and n a a successor of n 1 . We say n 1 is the tail and n 2 the head of the edge n 1 --+ n 2 . 
Apath in G is a sequence of nodes n 1 , n~ ..... nk,  k /> 1, such that n i -+ hi+ 1 for all i, 
1 ~ i < k. I f  ni = n~ for some i =/= j ,  the path has a cycle. Otherwise, it is acyclic. 
A flow graph is a triple G = (N, E, no) , where (N, E) is a graph, n o in N is the 
initial node, and there is a path from n o to each node in N. In a flow graph, node ni 
dominates node n~ if every path from the initial node to na passes through n l .  For 
example, in Fig. 1, assuming a is the initial node, we have a dominating all nodes, 
b dominating both itself and c, and c dominating only itself. 
Reducible flow graphs were defined originally in [2] in terms of "intervals." The 
characterization we shall f ind most useful here is that of [14], in terms of the following 
two transformations T 1 and T 2 on flow graphs. 
TI: Remove a loop, i.e., an edge n --+ n for some node n. 
T~: Suppose n has unique predecessor m, and n is not the initial node. Then  
replace m and n by a new node, say p. For q =/= m, n, there is an edge q --+ p if there 
was previously all edge q -+ m. For r =# m, n, there is an edge p --+ r if there was 
previously an edge m -+ r or n --~ r or both. There is an edge p --+ p if previously 
there was an edge m--+ m or n--+ m or both. Under  this transformation we say m 
consumes n. 
A flow graph is reducible if it can be transformed into a single node by repeated 
applications of T1 and Tz.  
EXAMPLE 1. 
Fig. 2. I 
The  flow graph of Fig. 1 is reduced by the sequence shown in 
FIG. 2. Reduction of a reducible flow graph. 
As a flow graph is reduced, each node in every derived graph represents a set of 
nodes and edges of the original graph, and each edge represents a set of edges of the 
original. Initially, each node and edge represents itself. I f  we apply T 1 to eliminate 
edge n--*  n, then afterwards n represents what it and the edge n -~ n previously 
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represented. I f  T 2 is applied, with m consuming n to form p, then p represents what 
m, n, and the edge m--+ n previously represented. An edge q--+ p represents what 
q ~ m represented, and edge p --~ r represents what m --~ r and n ---, r represented. 
Edge p --* p represents what m --~ m and n --~ m represented. 
]~XAMPLE 2. After the first step of Fig. 2, node d represents b, c, and the edge 
b --~ e. Edge d --+ d represents c ~ b. At the penultimate step, e represents a, b, c 
and the edges b --~ c, c -+ b, and a ~ b. At the end, e represents all nodes and edges, 
of course. | 
A region with header h of a flow graph G = (N, E, no) is a set of nodes N '  and 
edges E' _C N '  • N' ,  with h in N' ,  such that if m -+ n is in E, then 
(i) if n is in N '  and n v~ h, then m is in N' ,  and 
(ii) if m and n are in N '  and n ~# h, then m --~ n is in E'. 
That is, the only way a region can be entered from outside is through the header, 
and E' includes all those edges in N'  X N' ,  with the possible exception of some 
which enter the header from inside the region. 
EXAMPLE 3. In the flow graph of Fig. 1, N '  = {b, c} is a region if E'  is either 
b --+ c alone or {b ~ c, c --+ b). II 
3. BASlC RESULTS 
The following characterization f reducible flow graphs is taken from [15]. 
LEMMA 1. All  and only the reducible flow graphs can have their edges partitioned 
uniquely into two sets, the forward edges, and back edges, having the following properties. 
(1) The flow graph with the back edges deleted forms a flow graph with no cycles, 
and if any back edge is added, a cycle results. 
(2) For each back edge n ~ m, m dominates n. | 
Using Lemma 1, it is possible to show the following result, taken from [4]. 
LEMMA 2. Let P = n 1 , n 2 ..... n k be an acyclic path in a reducible flow graph, 
and let nq_ 1 - -+ n ix  , hi2_ 1 --~ ni2 ..... ni-x ~ ni, be the sequence of back edges along P, 
in that order. Then ni, dominates nij_, for all j , 1 < j ~ k. | 
Since dominance is easily seen to be transitive (see [6], for example), Lemma 2 
implies that each head of a back edge along an acyclie path dominates all previous 
heads of back edges. 
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We now prove a lemma which will be central to the development of our theorem. 
LEMMA 3. Let R = (N', E') be a region with header h of flow graph G = (N, E, no). 
Let P be an acyclic path in G which begins at some node outside R. Then P traverses no back 
edge of R. 
Proof. Suppose P has in sequence two distinct nodes n, m of R, where n --* m is a 
back edge. By definition of region, P reaches h before n, or h is n. Since G is a flow 
graph, there is a path Q from n o to h, and we can assume without loss of generality 
that Q is acyclic. Thus, no node of R except h appears on Q by the definition of region 
again. Then Q followed by that portion of P from h to n forms a path from n o to n 
that avoids m, unless m -~ h. In the first ease we contradict Lemma 1 which says 
that m dominates n. In the second ease m appears twice on P, since h = m = n 
is ruled out by assumption. | 
It follows from Lemma 1 that there is an ordering of the nodes of a reducible 
flow graph such that any path which uses no back edges is a subsequence thereof. 
In particular, any topological sort of the flow graph with back edges removed suffices. 
Let us call such an ordering acyclie. It follows from Lemma 3 that if a path enters 
a region R through its header, it must follow a subsequence of an acyclic ordering 
of R until it leaves R. 
Our final preliminary result concerns parses of reducible flow graphs. As we reduce 
a reducible flow graph by :/'1 and T2, the nodes represent regions at all times. Reduc- 
tion by T 1 does not increase the number of nodes in the region represented by the 
node to which T 1 is applied, although it does add some edges. Thus, only T~ builds 
regions with progressively larger numbers of nodes. We may therefore state the 
following lemma, whose proof is found in [16]. 
LEMMA 4. Let R = (N', E') be a region of some flow graph G represented by some 
node during the reduction of G, with N '  not a singleton. Then N'  can be partitioned 
into two nonempty disjoint sets of nodes N 1 and N~ , such that (N1, El) and (N~ , E2) 
are regions, where E 1 = E' f3 N 1 • N 1 and Ea = E' (3 N~ • N 2. ! 
Note that there may be edges in E' that are in neither E x nor E 2 . These edges 
have for heads the header of (N1, El) or (N~, E2) and have tails in the other region. 
4. SPIRAL GRAPHS 
We now introduce a special kind of reducible flow graph, called a spiral graph, 
for which we give two methods of constructing a node listing. The next section 
shows that any given flow graph can be reduced to a spiral graph; the node listing 
of the spiral graph can be used to help construct a node listing for the given graph. 
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The class of spiral flow graphs is defined recursively as follows. 
(1) A node with no edge is a spiral flow graph. 
(2) If  G = (N, E, no) is a spiral graph and n is a new node, then 
(a) (N u {n), E U E'  u {n ~ no} , no) is a spiral graph, where E'  is the set 
of edges from nodes in N to n, and 
(b) (N u (n}, E u E'  u {n ~ no) , n) is a spiral graph, where E'  is as in (a). 
(3) Nothing else is a spiral graph. 
These two constructions are illustrated in Fig. 3. The primary distinction between 
these two constructions is whether n or n o is the header of the constructed graph. 
(a] 
FIG. 3. 
(b} 
Construction of spiral graphs. 
Note that each spiral graph has a specific order in which the nodes were added 
during its construction. Except for edges n -*  n o added in case 2, all edges "spiral 
outward," that is, their heads were added after their tails and therefore the heads 
are further from the center. 
If n is added to a spiral graph by rule (2a), call it a trailing node, and if added by 
rules (1) or (2b), call it a leading node. Note that the initial node of a spiral graph 
is always a leading node. The following lemma summarizes ome results that are 
easily proved by induction on the number of nodes in a spiral graph. 
LEMMA 5. (i) Every spiral graph is reducible; all spiral graphs from which it is 
formed are regions. 
(ii) Edges added by rule (2a) except for n --~ no, and the edge n -~ no added by 
rule (2b) are forward; the other edges are back edges. 
(iii) Each leading node dominates all previously added nodes. 
Proof. (i) By the inductive hypothesis, G of Fig. 3(a) or (b) is reducible. Reducing 
it to a single node results in a pair of nodes with edges between them. This resulting 
graph is clearly reducible. 
57I/~3/3-4 
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(ii) An easy induction shows that the edges designated as forward form an 
acyclic graph, and that no other edge can be added without forming a cycle. By 
Lemma 1 and part (i), this selection of forward and back edges is unique. 
(iii) By part (ii), back edges enter each leading node from all previously added 
nodes. The result then follows from Lemma 1. | 
We now need a recursive method of constructing node listings for spiral graphs. 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a spiral graph formed from nodes n 1 , n2 .... , n~ added in that 
order. Let G' be the spiral graph consisting of nodes n 1 , ns ..... n#_ 1 and all edges between 
them in G. Let G" be the (spiral) graph formed from ns, n~+ 1 ..... nk and all edges 
between them. Let A and B be node listings for G' and G", respectively, and let A and t~ 
respectively denote the nodes of G' and G" in an acyclic order. Then Alb[3~B is a node 
listing for G. 
Proof. Suppose an acyclic path P begins in G', and then enters G". I f  P follows 
more than one back edge upon or after leaving G', it can never return to G'. In proof, 
Lemma 5(ii) tells us that every back edge enters a leading node. By Lemma 2, the 
second back edge enters a node which dominates the head h of the previous back 
edge. By Lemma 5(iii) applied to h, the header of G' cannot hen be reached without 
passing through h again. Thus, if P leaves G' and returns, it does so after following 
exactly one back edge. The portion of P until the return to G' is thus a subsequence 
of A~/~. Once in G' for the second time, P may not follow any back edges by/_,emma 3.
Thus P is a subsequence of AJ~/~.~ until it again leaves G'. In that event, it cannot 
re-enter G' at all, since to do so it would have to pass through two leading nodes 
which dominate the header of G', which we just argued was impossible. Thus P is a 
subsequence of A J~B.  
The cases in which P begins in G" rather than G', or where P begins in 
G' but never returns are easier to handle than the case above, so we omit 
further details. | 
We need to extend Lemma 6 to apply to the partition of a spiral graph into three 
parts, the middle part being a single node. 
LEMMA 7. Let G be as in Lemma 6 with G' formed as before from nl,  n 2 .... , nj_ 1 
and G" formed from ns+ 1 , nj+ 2 ..... n k . Let A and B be node listings for G' and G"; 
let A and B be acyclic orderings of these graphs. Then A~nf l~ J~AB is a node listing 
for G. 
Proof. Straightforward generalization of Lemma 6. | 
We now need to show not only that each spiral graph has a short node listing, 
but also that given an arbitrary weighting on the nodes, there is a node listing in 
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which the nodes of heaviest weight appear the fewest times. The motivation for 
considering weights is that arbitrary reducible graphs will be reduced to subgraphs 
of spiral graphs. In so doing, the nodes of the spiral graph will represent regions 
of varying sizes and the weight of a node in the spiral graph will reflect the size of 
the region it represents. 
In what follows we need certain constants which we assign as follows: a = 2/log a 4 
and b = (~)x/2. Note that a log b = 1. 
LEMMA 8. Let G be a spiral graph formed from nodes n I , n 2 ..... n k in that order. 
k 
Let nl have weight wi ,  and let W = Y.i=l w~. Then G has a node listing in which ni 
appears at most a log(bW/wi) times, for 1 ~ i ~ k. 
Proof. I f  k = 1, the result is trivial. Suppose k > 1 and assume the lemma holds 
for spiral graphs of fewer than k nodes. It is easy to see that then one of the following 
two eases must occur. 
j-1 
(1) For some j, 1 < j  ~ k, we have ]W ~ Zi=lWi ~ ]W,  or 
!W i-1 (2) Forsomej ,  wef indwj  ~ 3 , ~. ,~=lWi<lWand k ~-~i=j+l Wi < ~3 W" 
In each of these cases we partition G and apply one of Lemmas 6 or 7. 
J--1 
Case 1. 89 ~ ~i=1 wi ~ ~W. We partition G as in Lemma 6, letting G' consist 
of nodes hi ,  n 2 .... , n~_ 1 and G" be the remaining nodes. Let W' = "~-~.i=lJ--1 Wi and 
W" = ~.i~'=j wi . By the inductive hypothesis applied to G' and G", there is a node 
listing A for G' in which n i appears at most a log(bW'/wi) times for 1 ~ i ~ j. 
Also, there is a node listing for G" in which ni appears at most a log(bW"/wi) times 
for j ~ i ~ k. By Lemma 6 there is a node listing for G in which for j ~ i ~ k, 
~W n i appears at most 2 4- a log(bW"/wi) = a log(22/abW"/wi) times. Since W" ~ a ,
and ~]22/a = 1, ni appears at most a log(bW/wi) times. A similar argument prevails 
in the easel  ~ i< j .  
1W j--I k Case 2. w~ ~ a , ~.~=l wi ~ ~W and ~i=~+lwi ~ IW.  Partition G into G', 
n~. and G ~ as in Lemma 7, letting G' consist of n 1 , n~ ,..., n~ 1 and G" consist of 
nj.+l , n j+  2 . . . . .  n k . By the inductive hypothesis and the fact that ~-~ wj and ~i=~+1 wi 
are both less than W/3, there are node listings A and B for G' and G", such that ni 
appears at most a log(bW/3wi) times for i ~ j. By Lemma 7, there is a node listing 
for G in which ni appears at most 4 4- a log(bW/3wi) = a log(2a/abW/3wi) times. 
Since 89 = ~, we have our result in this case. Finally, there is one occurrence 
of n~ in the node listing for G. Since a log(bW/w~) ~/a  log b = 1, the proof is com- 
plete. | 
4 All logarithms are to the base 2. 
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5. THE MAIN RESULT 
Wc shall now show how to construct an O(n log n) length node listing for any 
reducible flow graph. Basically the method is to partition each reducible flow graph 
into pieces, none of which is more than two-thirds the whole. The pieces are them- 
selves regions, and node listings for them can be found recursively. Then we form 
a subgraph of a spiral graph by reducing each of these regions R to a single node n R . 
The desired node listing is found by taking a node listing for the spiral graph, sub- 
stituting an acyclic ordering for each region R represented by node n R , and preceding 
the result by a node listing for each region in the partition. 
LEMMA 9. Let G z (N, E, no) be a reducible f low graph with k > 1 nodes. Then 
we can find a set of disjoint regions R 1 , R 2 ..... R,,, , whose union includes all nodes of G, 
havino, the following properties: 
(1) none of R 1 , R 2 ..... Rm has more than ~k nodes; 
(2) there is a sequence of regions S 1 , S z ..... Sm such that: 
(a) S 1 --" Rx, 
(b) for  i > 1, S i consists of Si_ 1 and R i , with one the predecessor of the other, 
(c) s,,,isG. 
(3) The graph formed from G by reducing each of R1,  R 2 ..... R,,, to a single node 
with no loop is a spiral graph with zero or more edges removed. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, every region of more than one node is the union of two 
regions, one of which is the predecessor of the other. Using an argument of [17], 
we observe that if T is any region of more than ]k nodes, then either: 
(I) it is composed of two nonempty regions, one of which has more than .~k 
nodes, or 
(2) it is composed of two regions the larger of which has between ~k and ~k 
nodes. 
Thus, the algorithm in Fig. 4 will generate the sequence of pairs (S .... Rm), 
(S,,,_ t , R,,,-1) ..... (St ,  Rx). This construction proves parts (I) and (2) of the lemma. 
For part (3), we prove by induction on i that, after reduction, S, is a spiral graph 
with some edges possibly missing. The basis i = 1 is trivial. For the induction, 
if Ri is the predecessor of Si_ x when S~ is formed, then the result is immediate from 
construction (2b) in the definition of spiral graph. If  Si 1 is the predecessor of R i ,  
then construction (2a) suffices. II 
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begin 
T+-  G; 
while T has more than ~k nodes do 
begin 
let T be composed of regions T 1 and T2, 
with T 1 having no fewer nodes than T~ ; 
pr int  (T, T~); 
T .c -  T 1 
end; 
print (T, T) 
end 
Fro. 4. Computing the sequences of regions. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the flow graph in Fig. 5. 
FIG. 5. Redueible flow graph. 
The graph is composed of regions {1, 2} and {3, 4,..., 10}. The latter has more than 
~ • 10 nodes, so we print the pair (S in ,  Rm) = ({1, 2,..., 10}, {1, 2}). Then we work 
on {3, 4 ..... 10}, which can be partitioned in one of two ways, either by separating 
out 3 or 10. Supposing the latter, we have (Sm_~, R~_ I )= ({3, 4 ..... 10},{10}). 
Then working on {3, 4,..., 9} we separate it into {3} and {4, 5 ..... 9}. The former 
is Rm_s, and the latter has no more than ~ • 10 nodes, so it is both S~_~ and Rm-3.  
The sequences of regions are thus found to be: 
i R~ Si 
1 {4, 5,..., 9) {4, 5,..., 9} 
2 {3} {3, 4 ..... 9} 
3 {10} {3, 4 ..... 10} 
4 {1,2) {1,2 ..... 10}. | 
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LEMMA 10. Let G be a reducible flow graph partitioned into R1, R 2 . . . . .  R m as in 
Lemma 9. Let Ri have node listing A~ and acyclic ordering Ai for 1 ~ i ~ m. Let H 
be the spiral graph constructed from G by reducing the R's to single nodes, then possibly 
adding some edges to make a spiral graph. Let B be a node listing for H. Let C be con- 
structed from B by replacing in B each occurrence of node ni of H representing Ri by 
the acyclic ordering Ai . Then A1A2 ".  A,~C is a node listing for G. 
Proof. Let P be an acyclic path in G. We can write P as P1P 2 , where P1 consists 
of the prefix of P until just before P leaves the one of R1, R 2 ..... R,~ in which it 
began. Surely/'1 is a subsequence of A1A 2 ... A,~. Consider the path Q in H con- 
sisting of those nodes of H representing the regions R 1 , R2 ,..., Rm through which 
P~ travels in G. Q must be acyclic else P2 enters the same region twice. Since regions 
can only be entered at their headers, the aeyclicness of P2, and hence of P, would 
be contradicted. Thus, Q is a subsequence ofB, and by Lemma 3, P~ is a subsequenee 
of C. Thus P is a subsequence of A1712 ... A~C. | 
THEOREM l. Every reducible flow graph of k nodes has a node listing of length 
no more than k + ck log k, where c ~ 3/log ~ = 5.13. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. The basis k ~ 1 is immediate, so suppose 
the result for flow graphs of fewer than k nodes. By Lemma 10, we need only bound 
from above the length of tile node listing A1A ~ ... A,~C described in that lemma. 
Let wi be the number of nodes in region R i . Then by the inductive hypothesis, 
Ai has a node listing of length at most wt + cw, log w~. 
By Lemma 8, the spiral graph H formed from G as in Lemma 10 has a node listing 
B in which the node representing Ri appears no more than a log(bk/wi) times. Thus 
the node listing C has length at most ~1 awi  log(bk/wi). Hence A1A 2 ... AmC 
has length bounded above by 
• (w i + cw i log w i + awi log(bh/wt) ) 
i=1 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
:=k+~ (c - -a )  w, logwi+ah logk+ak logb .  (1) 
Since wi ~ ~k for all i, by Lemma 9, we have 
(c - -a )  wilogwi ~ ~ (c --  a) wi log ~k = (c --  a)(k log k -- k log S). (2) 
i=1 i= l  
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Substituting (2) into (1) yields k + ck log k -- ck log ~ + ak log ~- + ak log b. It  
suffices to observe that --c log { + a log { + a log b = --3 + 2 + 1 = 0 by our 
choice of a, b, and c. | 
In order for the method proposed in [1] to be feasible, it is necessary not only 
that short node listings exist, but that they be easily constructed, else we might 
spend more time constructing the node listing than using it to drive an "efficient" 
data flow analysis algorithm. Fortunately, the construction we have proposed can 
be carried out efficiently if the number of edges is not too large. 
THEOREM 2. A node listing for a reducible flow graph of n nodes with at most 2n 
edges 5 can be constructed in O(n log n) time. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that the constructions of Lemmas 6, 7, 8, 
and 10 and Theorem 1 require time proportional to the length of the node listing 
generated. The only possible problem concerns Lemma 9, where we proved the 
existence of the sequence of regions R 1 , R 2 ,..., R m without showing how they could 
be found effectively. However, in [18] a method of parsing reducible flow graphs 
in less than O(n log n) time is presented, so the actual construction of R 1 , R 2 ..... Rm 
poses no problem. | 
COROLLARY. There is an O(n log n) bit vector step algorithm to compute live variables 
[8] for flow graphs in which no node is the tail of more than two edges. 
Proof. Visit each node in the O(n log n) length node listing, performing at most 
three bit vector steps per node, as proposed in [1]. | 
6. LOWER BOUNDS ON THE LENGTH OF NODE LISTINGS 
Recently, Markowsky and Tarjan [19] have shown that there exist reducible flow 
graphs with n nodes all of in-degree and out-degree two or less for which no weak 
node listing is shorter than (n/2) log n. Thus, our construction is optimal to within 
a constant, for both strong and weak node listings. 
7. EXTENSIONS 
We might wish to apply the node listing technique to (1) finding live variables 
in flow graphs with e edges, where e ~ n, the number of nodes, or to (2) "forward" 
problems such as "reaching definitions" or "available expressions" [e.g., 5, 6, 16], 
This restriction on edges follows from the usual assumption that branches are two-way. 
Thus no flow graph resulting from a program can have more than twice as many edges as nodes. 
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whether or note> > n. In each case, thework involved in visiting a node is proportional 
to the number of edges in (for "forward" problems) or out (for "backward" problems 
like live variables) of the node. We can extend Theorems 1 and 2 to consider weights 
of nodes, where weight can be defined as the in or out degree. 
By the same methods we have used we can show that in O(n log n + e) time we 
can construct a node listing for a reducible flow graph with n nodes and e /> n - -  1 
edges, such that the sum of the weights of the nodes in the listing is at most W log W, 
where W is the sum of the weights of the nodes in the graph. Letting W = e then 
yields an O(e log e) algorithm for all known bit vector oriented data flow analysis 
problems on reducible graphs. This result is comparable to the time bound for such 
problems obtained in [11, 16]. 
A short length for weak node listings would have practical significance, since for 
certain problems such as "reaching definitions" or "live variable" (but not for 
"available expressions") a weak node listing is sufficient to perform a global flow 
analysis. 
Frederickson [20] recently reported that the constant c in Theorem 1 can be reduced 
to 2.01 by a finer treatment of Lemmas 6 and 7 and a further refinement of the 
parameters in Lemmas 8 and 9. 
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